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Abstract. Unlike compound noun terms in English and French, where words 
are separated by white space, Korean compound noun terms are not separated 
by white space. In addition, some compound noun terms in the real world result 
from a spacing error. Thus the analysis of compound noun terms is a difficult 
task in Korean NLP. Systems based on probabilistic and statistical information 
extracted from a corpus have shown good performance on Korean compound 
noun analysis. However, if the domain of the actual system is expanded beyond 
that of the training system, then the performance on the compound noun analy-
sis would not be consistent. In this paper, we will describe the analysis of Ko-
rean compound noun terms based on a longest substring algorithm and an 
agenda-based chart parsing technique, with a simple heuristic method to resolve 
the analyses’ ambiguities. The system successfully analysed 95.6% of the test-
ing data (6024 compound noun terms) which ranged from 2 to 11 syllables. The 
average ambiguities ranged from 1 to 33 for each compound noun term. 

1   Introduction 

Search engines can be improved by two search-related methods: effective indexing 
schemes for document contents and efficient ranking systems to pinpoint precise and 
necessary information for users rather than showing massive amounts of retrieved 
documents. However, the processing of compound noun terms influences the per-
formance of information retrieval systems. 

Unlike compound noun terms in English and French, where words are separated 
by white space, Korean compound noun terms are not separated by white space. In 
addition, some compound noun terms in the real world result from a spacing error. 
Thus the recognition of a compound noun term as a key word in IR, or as a class 
feature in document classification, has been studied to test the performance of sys-
tems in English or French [1]. However, analysis of monolithic compound noun 



terms in Korean has been performed to test its effect on IR systems, machine transla-
tion systems, and document classification systems [7], [9], [12]. For example, the two 
interpretations of  “black coffee mug” would be np(adj black (noun coffee (noun mug))) – 
(“검은” (“black”) • “커피 잔” (“coffee mug”)) - or np((adj “black” (noun “coffee”)) 
(noun “mug”))) – “블랙커피•잔” ((“black coffee”) • “mug”). These different results 
greatly affect the performance of NLP-based application systems. 

Past research has studied Korean compound noun terms based on a statistical ap-
proach using min-max frequencies of terms from a corpus [11], a N-gram approach 
using a corpus [8], a probabilistic approach using frequencies of terms from a corpus 
and their similarities to the corpus content [10], a combination of multiple approaches 
such as rule-based analysis, statistical information, and heuristic rules [12], and a 
statistical approach based on mutual information extracted from a corpus [7]. Most 
systems used a tagged corpus to extract compound noun formation rules or statistical 
information to analyse testing data on compound noun terms. The use of a corpus 
requires a large amount of reliable data to get effective compound noun analysis. In 
addition, the domain coverage of the corpus used for training the system and extract-
ing rules will greatly affect the performance of the analysis system. Thus the per-
formance of the compound noun analysis would not be consistent, if the domain of 
the actual system is expanded beyond that of the training system. 

However, compound noun term analysis based on linguistic information and syn-
tactic rules can give consistent performance regardless of different domains of the 
terms. This method does not depend on the size of data used for extracting rules and 
statistical information but greatly depends on the size of the lexicon used [4]. Thus, in 
this paper, a compound noun analysis system based on linguistic information and a 
syntactic rule (NP → N/PN+{N}) is implemented (PN signifies Proper Noun). Some 
systems employ heuristic methods to reduce the ambiguities of a compound noun 
term, such as two/three noun terms for a compound noun term [11], or default pat-
terns [12]. However, in this paper, all possible candidate analyses were produced and 
then the best analysis is chosen using a heuristic method. 

The system in this paper employs a longest substring algorithm to search for all le-
gal noun terms in a compound noun term and a left-to-right chart parsing technique to 
interpret the syntactic structure of the compound noun term. The compound noun 
analysis system produces ambiguous syntactic interpretations that require resolution 
of structural ambiguities. A heuristic and simple ranking system is applied to resolve 
the structural ambiguities. The next section will describe the method of compound 
noun term analysis, and the experimental results will be described in section 3. Sec-
tion 4 will describe some problems with the approaches that this paper has taken, 
further improvement, and the conclusion of this paper. 

2. Compound Noun Term Analysis 

This section describes a method of analysis of Korean compound noun terms in three 
phases: morphological analysis based on HAM (Hangul Analysis Module [5]) system, 



analysis of compound noun terms, and the choice of the best analysis among alterna-
tives. 

2.1 Morphological Analysis of Words 

Korean is a highly inflected and free-ordered language, requiring very complex com-
putational processing for successful Korean NLP. In addition, Korean morphological 
analysis is very difficult; first, a single syllable (a morpheme/word) in a word can 
have different meaning when used by itself. For example, “bank” – a financial institu-
tion - is “은행- /eun-hang/” in Korean with two syllables (“은 - /eun/”, ‘행-/hang/”).  
If the word is treated as a compound noun by a morphological analysis system, then it 
would be a “silver row” in English (“silver” for “은- /eun/” and “row” for “행- 
/hang/”). Second, Korean has no capital letters to enable one to distinguish a proper 
noun from other nouns (common, mass, abstract, etc.) Third, Korean is highly inflec-
tional and derivational. In the case of verb inflections, there are different forms of 
inflections mixed together (imperative, question, past, passive, etc.) 

For the purpose of efficient and effective Korean morphological analysis, HAM 
[5] is employed. HAM reads a Korean text file and returns multiple morphological 
analyses of each word in the text. The major shortcoming of the system is the wrong 
analysis of Korean expressions for foreign words. If the Korean expression of a for-
eign word includes some case markers (i.e. subjective (“은”, “는”), objective (“을”, 
“를”)), affixes, or inflectional morphemes, then the foreign term is analysed as a noun 
with a case marker, because the dictionary used cannot cover all possible foreign 
terms. Thus Korean morphological analysis depends greatly on the size of the lexicon 
the system uses. 

HAM analyses each Korean word unit (e.g. a word or a phrase in English) into a 
stem (noun, verb, adjective) and its inflectional and derivational unit. From the results 
of HAM analysis, if the stem is identified as a compound noun term, then the com-
pound noun analysis module is invoked to analyse the term to collect class features 
for the Korean document classification system [9].  If its syntactic category is noun 
from HAM analysis, and the stem is not found in the lexicon (which is used, not in 
the HAM system, but in a compound noun term analysis system), then the stem is 
identified as a compound noun term. 

However, in real world text, the term may be the Korean representation of a for-
eign word, a proper noun (i.e. name), or a relatively unknown word that is not in the 
lexicon, if its size is small. Thus Korean compound noun analysis would greatly de-
pend on the size of the lexicon. Unsurprisingly, as the size of the lexicon increases, 
the ambiguities of compound noun term analysis, and spurious analyses would also 
increase [4]. In this paper, a supplementary user lexicon is added to cover words such 
as foreign words (“쇼핑몰” – “shopping mall”), names (“현대” – “Hyundai”), 
newly-coined words, and derivational nouns, etc. The supplementary user lexicon has 
7750 entries that are noun terms (3375 entries) and proper noun terms (4375 entries). 



2.2 Compound Noun Analysis 

The Korean morphological analyser HAM focuses on the analysis of inflectional and 
derivational morphemes. HAM cannot analyse or interpret compound noun terms. In 
this section, the compound noun analysis system operating on the output of HAM’s 
morphological analysis will be described. If a term is identified as a compound noun 
term, then first, possible noun terms for the compound noun term are extracted by a 
longest substring algorithm [3], and a left-to-right and agenda-based chart parsing 
algorithm [2] is then applied to get the best analysis of the compound noun term. 

As mentioned, Korean is highly ambiguous in word formation because each single 
syllable is meaningful when used by itself. For example, some compound noun for-
mations in Korean are as follows: NP → {N}, NP → Prefix + {N}, NP → {N} + 
suffix, NP → {N} + DN, etc. (a word belonging to DN (dependent noun) is not used 
by itself in a phrase/sentence and depends on a specific word belonging to the Noun). 
This paper focuses on the analysis of NP → {N} and NP → PN + {N}. 

-

Initialise variables 
StartIndex = 0; EndIndex = 2; n = Length of the input (Korean string) 

Loop (until StartIndex == n) 
Loop (until EndIndex == n) 

Get a Substring(x) from StartIndex to EndIndex 
Search the Substring(x) in the dictionary 

If (Substring(x) is in the dictionary and its POS is noun) 
Push the Substring to Found_Strings (see Fig.3) with its start
ing position, i.e. as (StartIndex: Substring(x)) 

Else 
Discard the Substring 

  End If 
Increase EndIndex by 2 (i.e. because Korean is a 2-byte language) 

End loop 
Increase StartIndex by 2 

End loop 
Fig. 1. Longest substring algorithm. 

A compound noun term is analysed in two steps. First, a longest substring algo-
rithm searches for all possible longest substrings, that are legal lexical entries whose 
POS = NOUN, from an identified compound noun term. The substrings are extracted 
from the leftmost position (the first starting index of a substring, i.e. string[0]) to the 
end of the string by moving the starting position by a syllable to the right (i.e. 2 bytes 
for Korean) until the starting index is equal to the length of the string (Fig. 1). 

For example, a Korean compound noun term, “정보검색” (“information retrieval” 
in English) would produce the extracted substrings “정” (emotion), 
“정보”(information), “보” (a beam or a reservoir), “보검” (a treasured sword), “검” 



(sword), “검색” (retrieval), “색” (colour) in order. If the term “정보검” as a proper 
noun is in the lexicon, then the longest substring algorithm extracts this term too. Fig. 
2 tabulates the results for “정보•검색” (information • retrieval). 

Using positional indices: 0 정 1 보 2 검 3 색 4, legal substrings found are 
“정” from 0 to 1, - emotion – with a penalty score 6 
“정보” from 0 to 2, - information – with a penalty score 4 
*“정보검” from 0 to 3 is not a legal substring. 
“보” from 1 to 2, - a beam or a reservoir – with a penalty score 4 
“보검” from 1 to 3, - a treasured sword – with a penalty score 2 
*“보검색” from 2 to 4 is not a legal substring 
“검” from 2 to 3, - a sword – with a penalty score 2 
“검색” form 2 to 4, - retrieval – with a penalty score 0 
“색” form 3 to 4, - colour – with a penalty score 0 

Fig. 2. Example of a longest substring algorithm of “정보검색”. 

Set Found_Strings (i.e. noun terms) to contain all substrings extracted by the 
longest  substring algorithm. 

Set Agenda_List to contain the strings from the Found_Strings whose starting 
position is 0 only. 

Loop (until no Agenda_item at the starting position only). 
Agenda_item (e.g. “A”) = remove the longest substring from the Agenda _List 
Compute penalty score of this item (see penalty score part). 
Retrieve all substrings (e.g. “B” and “C”) after the position of the agenda_item. 
Combine all substrings with the agenda item (for example,  “A” + “B” and  

“A” + “C”). 
If the combined string covers the whole compound noun string, 

      Then add the string and penalty score onto a list of resulting  
compound noun term. 

      Else add the string and penalty score onto the Agenda_List. 
End If 

End Loop 
Select the best analysis with the least penalty score. 

Fig. 3. Analysis of a compound noun term using a chart parsing technique. 

After retrieving all possible legal substrings from the identified compound noun 
term, an agenda-based left-to-right chart parsing technique with the found legal sub-
strings is applied to get the best analysis of the compound noun term. The chart pars-
ing technique tries to find all possible parse trees covering an input sentence [3]. Thus 
a strategy to resolve ambiguities resulting from the chart parsing algorithm is required. 



We applied a heuristic penalty scheme to choose the best analysis from ambiguous 
analyses of the compound noun term. Fig. 3 shows an agenda-based chart parsing 
algorithm to analyse compound noun terms. 

The chart parsing algorithm stores legal substrings in a place called Found_Strings 
in Fig. 3. The legal substrings are found by the longest substring algorithm [3] using a 
structure similar to a stack of inactive arcs in a syntactic chart parser. From the found 
substrings (i.e. Found_Strings), agenda items are selected and they invoke the forma-
tion of a longer substring to cover the whole compound noun term. Only a substring 
whose starting position is 0 (e.g. leftmost substrings only) becomes an agenda item. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of Korean compound noun analysis with states of 
Found_Strings, Agenda_List, and analyses found for a compound noun term. 
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Found_Strings = { (starting at position 0: “정”, “정보”),  
                           (starting at position 1: “보”, “보검”), 
     (starting at position 2: “검”, “검색”) , 
                           (starting at position 3: “색”) } 

Agenda_List = {(starting at position 0: “정”, “정보”)} 

Loop until no Agenda item starting at position 0. 
Pop an agenda item with the longest substring at position 0 (“정보”). 
Move to position 2 because the length of the agenda item is 2. 
Retrieve substrings at position 2 from Found_Strings (e.g. (starting at position 

2: “검”, “검색”)) and combine them to the popped agenda item, 
thus two substrings are produced e.g. “정보” + “검”, “정보” + “검색”. 

If the combined substring covers the whole string (e.g. compound noun),  
then the string is the result of analysis of the compound noun term. 
else the string is added to the agenda list, “정보”+“검” is added to the 

Agenda_List (e.g. {(starting at position 0: “정”, “정보”+“검”)}).  
End Loop; 
Fig. 4. Example of the agenda-based chart parsing technique with “정보검색”                                     
(“information retrieval” in English). 

.3 Selection of the Best Analysis 

he best analysis from the alternatives is chosen by a simple heuristic method, called 
 penalty score scheme. This scheme prefers a smaller number of terms in a com-
ound noun analysis. The penalty score of each substring is computed while perform-
ng the longest substring algorithm. The penalty score of an extracted substring is the 
ength of syllables (i.e. 2 bytes for a Korean syllable) left behind after extracting the 
ubstring. For example, the penalty score of substring “정보” (“information”) ex-
racted from compound noun term “0 정 1 보 2 검 3 색 4” (“information retrieval”) 
tarting at position 0 is 4 because two syllables “검색” (“retrieval”) are left behind. 



The penalty score of substring “검” (“sword”) starting at position 2 is 2 because a 
single syllable “색” (“colour”) is left behind. The penalty score of substring “검색” 
(“retrieval”) starting at position 2 is 0. By a left-to-right chart parsing technique, the 
penalty score of analysis “정보•검색” is  4 (i.e. the sum of each term’s penalty score) 
while the penalty score for the analysis “정보•검•색” is 6. Thus the analysis with the 
smaller penalty score (i.e. “정보•검색”) is chosen as the best analysis. 

If there are analyses with the same penalty scores, then the analysis with the small-
est number of noun terms is chosen as the best. 

3 Experimental Results 

The system was implemented and tested in Perl5.0 under the Linux OS. The text data 
(i.e. 800 articles across eight topics) was collected from an online Korean daily news-
paper. Among the data, 6024 compound noun terms were identified. The collected 
compound noun terms are 2 to 11 syllables. Four syllables terms form 70.9% of the 
total, and two syllables terms form 0.2% of the total (Table 2). The domains of the 
collected compound noun terms are: economy, politics, international news, informa-
tion technology, domestic news, culture and life, sports, and entertainment. 

Table 1. Distribution of Noun/Proper Noun (PN) Terms in Lexicons. 

Basic 
Lexicon 

User Lexicon 
(Noun) 

User Lexicon 
(PN-name) Total Portion 

Syllables 
No. of terms No. of terms No. of terms No. of terms Percentage 

1 648 28 131 807 0.9% 
2 41623 484 774 42881 46.8% 
3 30419 2154 2060 34633 37.8% 
4 8851 522 783 10156 11.1% 
5 1700 138 376 2214 2.4% 
6 486 41 131 658 0.7% 

>6 166 8 120 294 0.3% 
Total 83893 3375 4375 91643 100.0% 

The system used two lexicons: a basic lexicon and a supplementary user lexicon. 
The basic lexicon has 122881 entries and a supplementary lexicon has 7750 entries 
(3375 entries for noun terms and 4375 entries for proper noun terms). The supple-
mentary lexicon covers foreign words, jargon, acronyms, names (e.g. place, person, 
institution), newly-coined words, and derivational words that occurred in the col-
lected data. Table 1 shows the distribution of syllables belonging to Noun or Proper 
Noun in the lexicons used in this paper. Two and three syllable words in the lexicon 
are 84.6% of the total Noun/Proper Noun terms in the lexicon. 

 



Table 2. Results of Compound Noun Terms Analysis. 

No of 
Syllables Test Data Portion Success Failure Success Rate Failure Rate 

2 14 0.2% 14 0 100.00% 0.00% 
3 133 2.2% 122 11 91.73% 8.27% 
4 4274 70.9% 4072 202 95.27% 4.73% 
5 935 15.5% 920 15 98.40% 1.60% 
6 505 8.4% 471 34 93.27% 6.73% 
7 103 1.7% 100 3 97.09% 2.91% 
8 39 0.6% 37 2 94.87% 5.13% 

> 8 21 0.3% 20 1 95.24% 4.76% 
Total 6024 100.0% 5756 268 95.55% 4.45% 

3.1 Result of Compound Noun Analysis 

Different lengths of compound noun terms (i.e. 2 syllables to 11 syllables) were 
tested. The average number of analyses ranges from 1 to 33; see Fig. 5. The minimum 
number of analyses is 1 and the maximum number of analyses is 130 - this resulted 
from the compound noun term 영어•독서•지도자•양성•과정 (English • Reading • 
Teacher • Training • Course).  Fig. 5 shows the relationships between the number of 
syllables in a compound noun term and the number of its analyses. As the number of 
syllables increases, the number of analyses increases sharply. 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between Syllables and Average Number of Analyses. 

The result of compound noun term analysis shows 95.55% success rate on aver-
age across the length of syllables. In the case of 3 syllables, the success rate is the 
worst. In the case of 2 syllables, the success rate is 100% because there is only one 
analysis for two-syllable compound noun terms. The system failed to correctly ana-
lyse a compound noun term with three syllables (S1S2S3) because the penalty scheme 
allocated less score to the rightmost longest substring in the compound noun term. 



Thus the correct analysis of compound noun term S1S2S3 could be S1 • S2S3. However, 
the system suggested S1S2 • S3 as the best analysis of the three syllables term (e.g. 
“광신호” (“photonic/light signal”) → “광신” (“fanaticism”) • “호” (“arc”), “광” 
(“photonic/light”) • “신호” (“signal”), “광” (“photonic/light”) • “신” (“foot-
wear/god”) • “호” (“arc”)). This issue increased the failure rate of analysis of 3-
syllable compound noun terms. 

A system applying multiple methods to compound noun analysis showed a 95.6% 
success rate [12] and another system based on a min-max algorithm by using statisti-
cal information obtained from a corpus showed 97.3% of success rate of compound 
noun segmentation [11]. Compared to both systems, the result of our system showed 
quite a good performance without using a large tagged corpus. 

4 Further Improvement and Conclusion 

The critical drawback of the rule-based system (e.g. morphological/syntactic rules) is 
to know the optimal size of the lexicon. There are a lot of relatively unknown words 
produced from foreign words, newly-coined words, names, and jargon. It is possible 
to add the whole words into a lexicon. However, if the size of the lexicon is larger, 
then the compound noun analysis produces more ambiguities that make the ambiguity 
resolution more difficult. Thus the system requires optimization according to the size 
of the lexicon. In addition, a system for recognising relatively unknown words auto-
matically is required to improve the performance of compound noun analysis and 
recognition of entity terms. 

The longest substring algorithm was applied from left to right with its penalty 
score scheme. This algorithm preferred the longest rightmost subtring as the best 
analysis, and increased the failure rate of compound noun analysis. It would be a 
further development task to find out how to apply supplementary information (e.g. 
statistical information) to improve resolution of ambiguities. 

Korean has no capital letters to distinguish names from other noun terms. Thus it is 
not effective to add all legal lexical entries in the real world to a lexicon because the 
number of alternatives of compound noun analysis greatly depends on the size of 
lexicon a system uses. Thus a method of processing compound noun term with rela-
tively unknown words would be required. The unknown word identification process 
will reduce the size of lexicon. In addition, a process for bilingual term analysis 
would be helpful for the identification of compound noun terms like “ASEM•회의” 
(“ASEM • Meeting”). 

A Korean compound noun term analysis method based on morphological and syn-
tactic rules employing the longest substring algorithm and a left-to-right agenda-
based chart parsing algorithm has been described. Unsurprisingly, the method pro-
duced many ambiguities as the length of the compound noun term increased. How-
ever, a simple heuristic method to select the best analysis among many alternatives 
showed a 95.6% success rate on compound noun terms collected from an online 
newspaper, across eight topics. 
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